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of himself as literally to isolate himself. Among this group
are to be found those individuals who can experience happiness
only when they are sure that no one knows about it, and to
these people a thing is disagreeable just because it is pleasing
to everybody else. Value is sought, as;far as possible,
where no one wQuld think of finding it. At every step the
sanction of the subject must be obtained, and without it
nothing can be undertaken or carried out. Such an one would
say to St. Augustine, " I would believe in the Evangels if
the authority of the church did not coerce me to it.1'
Constantly he has to prove that everything he does rests
entirely upon his own decision and conviction, and never
because he is influenced by anyone, or desires to please and
conciliate some person or opinion. This attitu decharacterizes
a second group of individuals whose motivations are derived
chiefly from the subject, i.e. from inner necessities.
Finally there is a third group, in which it is hard to say
whether the motivation is derived mainly from within or
without. This group is the most numerous, and includes
the less differentiated normal man, who is normal partly
because nothing excessive is allowed, and partly because
he is exempt from the need to exceed. According to definition,
the normal man is influenced in equal measure from .within
as from without. He makes up, as has been said, the extensive
middle group. On one side of this group are those individuals
whose motivations are mainly conditioned by the outer
object, and on the other are those who allow themselves to
be determined principally by the subject. I have designated
the first group as extraverted, the latter.as introverted.
These terms scarcely need special elucidation, since from
what has been said they explain themselves.
Although doubtless there are certain individuals in whom
one can recognize the type at a first glance, this is by no
'means always the case. As a rule, only careful observation
and weighing of the evidence permits a sure classification.
However clear and simple the fundamental principle of the

